Educational Assessment of Maine's 11th Graders

Sources:
- Maine Office of GIS - Maine Administrative School Unit Geographic Layers
- Maine Department of Education - Maine Educational Assessment Scores by Administrative School Unit
- Maine Education Policy Research Institute Legislative Districts Education Report 2005

Notes:
- Numbers refer to Maine School Administrative Units
- NAD 83 UTM ZONE 19N
- Scores for all Writing, Reading, Math, and Science tests were arithmetically averaged by Maine School Administrative Units and then presented as the average score.
- Scores were for the 2004 Maine Educational Assessment administered by the Maine Department of Education for 11th graders.
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- No High Schools in District or no data available
- Bottom Quartile (MEA Scores between 527 - 530)
- Below Average Quartile (MEA Scores between 531 - 532)
- Above Average Quartile (MEA Scores between 533 - 534)
- Top Quartile (MEA Scores between 535 - 548)